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MORE THAN JUST CLIENT AND VENDOR,
VECTOR MEDIA GROUP AND ACQUISIO
HELP EACH OTHER GROW AS PARTNERS

ABOUT VECTOR MEDIA GROUP
Vector Media Group is an interactive digital agency located in
the heart of the Flatiron District of New York City, dedicated
to sharing their expertise in Web and Mobile Development,
Design, and Marketing to help build powerful tools and
campaigns that work.

industry leader Lee Goldberg and Vector,
often working together to provide
webinars and blogs and inviting Vector
to be early beta and even alpha testers
when new features come out.
EARLY ADOPTION
Vector Media Group, an award winning
interactive Digital Agency, began using
Acquisio in 2010. The agency needed
a solution to automate their reporting
needs and Acquisio fit the bill, offering
reporting and automation solutions to
manage multiple client accounts in one
easy to use interface.
“As an early client of Acquisio we found
ourselves in a position to collaborate as
partners in developing their product. As
a result, we have direct conversations
with product development, as well as
the co-founders, and find that a lot of our
feedback has been incorporated into the
Acquisio offering over the years” explains
Lee Goldberg, President of Vector Media
Group.
One of the best aspects of working with
Acquisio, according to Goldberg, has
been knowing that Acquisio wants to
make the offering as good as it can be,
and to do that Vector Media Group’s input
is valued immensely.
Acquisio has welcomed input from
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“It’s a two way street, Acquisio has
benefited from our feedback and we get
a lot of value from having a world class
tool,” says Goldberg.
GROWTH AND SCALABILITY
One of the main ways Acquisio has helped
Vector is with growth and scalability.
“Reporting takes time, it’s slow and it
was a huge pain point for our company,”
explains the President of Vector.

“Acquisio took what used to take 3
hours for a client report and reduced
it to 10 minutes.”
Saving that much time allowed the digital
agency to scale that much faster because
more time could be spent focusing on the
account, building keywords and landing
pages, and less on building reports.
When launching campaign automation
several years ago, Vector cut down on
manual work, including bid rules and
bid automation, because the Acquisio
platform does what Vector was doing
manually in Excel.
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It takes strategy and skill to determine
how to set bids, and with Acquisio
automation Goldberg can be confident
that when setting up the rules and
algorithms the thought process of the
team is effectively taken into account. The
tool just automates the workload and still
places importance on the expertise of the
Vector team.
“Once everything is set up, our team
can focus more on keyword strategy, ad
strategy and the nuts and bolts of the
accounts instead of laborious tasks that
don’t necessarily contribute to driving
ROAS for our clients,” says Goldberg.
RESULTS WITH BBM
As such a long time partner, Vector
worked with Acquisio before the
release of bid & budget management,
an industry leading automation tool
developed to effectively set bids and
manage budget more accurately than
any human could.
After beta testing BBM in its infancy
and helping the Acquisio team to make
improvements and add functionality to
the tool, Vector started implementing
BBM on many of their campaigns.
“Making sure that our campaigns spend
the full budget was one objective; but
maximizing ROI was the main goal,” says
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“Getting a partner in the bid management space who works
with us, addresses our needs and implements product
changes based on those needs, has been really valuable to us.
That has been the highlight of our relationship with Acquisio.”
– Lee Goldberg, President of Vector Media Group
Goldberg.
For accounts ranging from more than
$300,000 monthly ad spend to accounts
with less than $10,000 monthly ad
spend, BBM was able to spend the entire
monthly budget without going over for
all campaigns.

“BBM is doing a great job, we really enjoy
using it and working with Acquisio.”
LARGE ACCOUNT SUCCESS

SMALL ACCOUNT SUCCESS
“Smaller accounts with well structured
campaigns, with only a few very granular
ads groups per campaign, were very
effective for us. With BBM’s campaign
level bids, if all of the ad groups in a
campaign are closely related we noticed
that BBM sets the campaign level bid
more accurately.”
Some of Vector’s biggest successes
have been with smaller scale accounts,
including the account featured above.
The first graph shows an account several
months before implementing BBM, the
second shows how the account lowered
and stabilized CPC and generated more
clicks with BBM.
From Feb 2014 - Feb 2015, a small scale
Vector campaign was able to maintain
successful levels of clicks and low CPC
for more than a year, with an average 831
clicks per week at an average cost of $0.31
per click.
Not only does BBM get to work quickly
to stabalize accounts, but as Vector saw
first hand, the algorithms ensure that
the level of success is maintained despite
changing conditions in the environment
by consistently adapting and maximizing
budget.
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“For large accounts, because there is more
data to play with, BBM often generates
great results,” explains Lee Goldberg.
“Focusing our efforts on large scale clients
with massive budgets to manage, BBM
plays a huge roll in the success of some
of our most valuable accounts,” the Vector
President continued.
Acquisio’s Bid & Budget Management
tool requires a minimum amount of data
before it can begin optimizing campaigns.
For large accounts, that amass a lot of
clicks and conversions per day, BBM can
begin readjusting bids to garner more
clicks and conversions per campaign
virtually right away.
Looking at one of Vector’s larger accounts,
shown above, after BBM was initialized,
the algorithms went to work right away
to meet the client’s conversion goals.
The concern with the above client was not
just clicks but converted clicks. Looking
at two months before and after the July,
2014 launch of BBM it is clear that once
initiated, BBM was able to keep the cost
per converted click down, and consistent,
while very quickly generating more
converted clicks.
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RESULTS
In the two months before BBM was
activated on the above account, an
average of 105 converted clicks were
generated per week. Once BBM started,
the large scale publisher was able to
generate an average of 429 converted
clicks per week. That’s a 309% increase.
“What’s even better than the results we’ve
seen for our large scale accounts has been
the responsiveness of the Acquisio staff in
relation to these important partnerships.
For large accounts, there is much more
maintenance required, and we are in
constant contact with Account Managers,
Analysts and Owners to make sure that
everything continues to run smoothly for
our clients,” says Lee Goldberg.
“Issues are resolved quickly and we know
our concerns are being heard.”
and so we can see better results.”
GOALS
“We want to get as many accounts and
campaigns to optimize with BBM as
possible,” says Goldberg.
“We’ve seen success with BBM managing
entire accounts and not just specific
campaigns. We’re even planning on
restructuring our accounts to tighten
keywords and ad groups so BBM can do
its job more effectively and so we can see
better results.”
As both Acquisio and Vector continue to
expand their offerings, both Presidents are
devoted to maintaining and nourishing
this partnership.

